The Extron DTP T DWP 4K 332 D is a decorator-style transmitter that provides signal extension for up to two sources, sending DisplayPort or HDMI, audio, and control up to 330 feet (100 meters) over a shielded CATx cable to Extron DTP™ 330-enabled products. The HDCP-compliant transmitter includes several integrator-friendly features in a convenient form factor that offers maximum placement flexibility.

- Transmits DisplayPort or HDMI plus control and analog audio up to 330 feet (100 meters) over a shielded CATx cable
- One DisplayPort input and one HDMI input
- Auto-switching between inputs
- Supports computer and video resolutions up to 4K, including 1080p/60 Deep Color
- Analog stereo audio embedding
- Extron XTP DTP 24 shielded twisted pair cable is strongly recommended for optimal performance
- DTP output is compatible with HDBaseT-enabled devices
- Independent analog audio inputs
- Bidirectional RS-232 and IR pass-through for AV device control
- Remote power capability
- Supports DisplayPort data rates up to 10.8 Gbps
- Supported HDMI specification features include data rates up to 10.2 Gbps, Deep Color up to 12-bit, 3D, and HD lossless audio formats
- EDID Minder®
- Compatible with all DTP 330 Series receivers and DTP 330-enabled products
- Mounts in an included two-gang decorator-style wallplate
- Highly reliable, energy-efficient external universal power supply included
The Extron DTP T DWP 4K 332 D is a two-input decorator-style transmitter for sending DisplayPort or HDMI, audio, and control up to 330 feet (100 meters) over a shielded CATx cable to Extron DTP 330-enabled products. It provides one DisplayPort input and one HDMI input, with independent analog stereo audio connections. The DTP T DWP 4K 332 D supports video signals at resolutions up to 4K, including 1080p/60 Deep Color. Analog stereo audio embedding and RS-232 remote control facilitate integration in demanding professional environments. Integrator-friendly features include EDID Minder, auto-switching between inputs, remote power capability, and bidirectional RS-232 and IR pass-through for remote AV device control. The wall-mountable design provides the convenience of placing input connections precisely where they are needed.

For added installation flexibility, the transmitter features independent connections for embedding stereo analog audio onto the digital video output signal for transport over DTP. It also offers an HDBaseT output mode for sending digital video and embedded audio, plus bidirectional control signals to any HDBaseT-enabled display. The DTP T DWP 4K 332 D can be integrated with an Extron DTP CrossPoint® Presentation Matrix Switcher, or other DTP 330-enabled products to support sources at remote locations.
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*DTP CrossPoint® Presentation Matrix Switcher, or other DTP 330-enabled products to support sources at remote locations.*